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The determination of the anomalous scattering substructure is

the ®rst essential step in any successful macromolecular

structure determination using the multiwavelength anomalous

diffraction (MAD) technique. The diffE method of calculating

difference Es in conjunction with SnB has had considerable

success in determining large Se-atom substructures. An

investigation of the parameters used in both the data-

reduction and error-analysis routines (DREAR) as well as

the SnB phasing process itself was undertaken to optimize

these parameters for more ef®cient use of the procedure. Two

sets of selenomethionyl S-adenosylhomocysteine hydrolase

MAD data were used as test data. The elimination of all

erroneously large differences prior to phasing was found to be

critical and the best results were obtained from accurate

highly redundant intensity measurements. The high-resolution

data collected in the typical MAD experiment are suf®cient,

but the inclusion of low-resolution data below 20 AÊ improved

the success rate considerably. Although the best results have

been obtained from single-wavelength peak anomalous

diffraction data alone, independent SnB analysis of data

measured at other wavelengths can provide con®rmation for

questionable sites.
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1. Introduction

In the past decade, there has been an exponential increase in

the number of protein structures determined using multi-

wavelength anomalous diffraction (MAD) data. This increase

is the result of the widespread use of low-temperature data-

collection methods, the increased availability of suitable

synchrotron beamlines and the ability to use standard mole-

cular biological tools to systematically incorporate the

anomalous scatterer selenium, in the form of selenomethio-

nine, into proteins. Two different methods have been used to

solve protein structures using MAD data. The ®rst approach

uses the algebraic formalism developed by Hendrickson

(1985) based on an original formulation by Karle (1980). In

this method, amplitudes for the normal scattering component

of the anomalous substructure (|FA|), amplitudes for the

normal scattering due to all atoms (|FT |) and the phase

difference between them (�' = 'T ÿ 'A) are calculated. The

second approach treats the MAD data as a special case of

multiple isomorphous replacement (MIR; Ramakrishnan &

Biou, 1997). Regardless of the approach chosen, the ®rst step

in the structure determination is always the determination of

the positions of the anomalous scatterers. In the past, these

atoms were typically found from peaks in a Patterson map.

These maps are calculated using the |FA|s in the case of the

algebraic formulation and either the anomalous
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(
�
�|F+H| ÿ |FÿH|

�
�) differences at the peak wavelength (�2) or the

dispersive `isomorphous' (
�
�|F�1

| ÿ |F�1
|
�
�) differences between

the in¯ection point (`derivative', �1) and the remote (`native',

�3) data. While traditional Patterson techniques are suf®cient

to locate the Se-atom positions when the number of Se atoms

is small, considerable dif®culties are encountered when trying

to locate larger numbers of Se atoms. Since the natural

abundance of methionine in proteins is about 2%, as the size

of the protein increases, so will the number of methionine

residues and the number of Se-atom positions that need to be

located. Recently, several alternative Patterson search tech-

niques have been developed and incorporated into the

programs CNS (Brunger et al., 1998) and SOLVE (Terwilliger

et al., 1987). These algorithms have extended the number of

Se-atom positions that can be found using Patterson tech-

niques to at least 30 atoms and, in one case, as many as

52 (Janson, Smith & Terwilliger, personal communication).

An alternative approach to the location of the anomalous

scatterers is to treat the problem as a small-molecule structure

determination and employ direct-methods approaches to ®nd

the substructure (Mukherjee et al., 1989). In 1995, MULTAN

(Germain et al., 1971) was used in conjunction with E

magnitudes derived from the |FA| values to determine the

position of four Se atoms in the biotinyl domain of acetyl-

coenzyme A carboxylase (Athappilly & Hendrickson, 1995).

The MULTAN program had also been used previously to

verify the positions of three Se atoms obtained by Patterson

methods in the structure determination of ribonuclease H

(Yang et al., 1990). However, these Se-atom substructures are

small compared with the 15 Se-atom substructure used to

solve the structure of bacteriophage T7 DNA replication

complex (Doublie et al., 1998). In this case, the dispersive

differences (
�
�|F�1

| ÿ |F�3
|
�
�) and the program SHELXS86

(Sheldrick, 1990) were used. While these applications of

classical direct-method techniques showed that Se-atom

substructures could be treated as small molecules, it was not

obvious that these techniques could be routinely applied to

larger substructures.

Second generation direct-methods programs such as SnB

(Miller et al., 1994; Weeks & Miller, 1999) have been successful

in determining dif®cult small-molecule structures (Weeks et

al., 1993) and even small macromolecular structures for which

atomic resolution data are available (Anderson et al., 1996;

Deacon et al., 1998; Prive et al., 1999; Smith et al., 1997; Weeks

et al., 1995). Smith and colleagues (Blessing & Smith, 1999;

Smith et al., 1998) have developed a novel data-reduction

procedure that combines the use of SnB with renormalized

anomalous difference E magnitudes (diffEs) in order to

determine Se-atom substructures. The ®rst application of this

method to an unknown protein was the de novo structure

determination of S-adenosylhomocysteine (AdoHcy) hydro-

lase (Turner et al., 1998), in which 30 out of 30 Se atoms were

located from peak data (�2) alone. This method has subse-

quently been used to solve even larger Se-atom substructures.

For example, 48 out of 56 Se atoms were found during the

investigation of the EphB2 receptor SAM domain (Thanos et

al., 1999) and 65 out of 70 Se atoms were located in the study

of ADP-l-glycero-d-mannoheptose 6-epimerase (Deacon et

al., 1999). An alternative procedure that utilized E magnitudes

derived from |FA|s has also been used in conjunction with SnB

to solve a large Se-atom substructure (21 out of 24 Se atoms

found; Smith & Krahn, personal communication).

Given the ease of use and the success of the diffE method

(Blessing & Smith, 1999; Smith et al., 1998) in conjunction with

SnB (Weeks & Miller, 1999), an investigation of the para-

meters used in data reduction and phasing was undertaken in

order to understand which were the most critical. In this study,

a variety of different parameters have been systematically

examined (Fig. 1) using two sets of MAD data collected from

two different crystals of AdoHcy hydrolase. The results of this

analysis have enabled default parameter values as well as a set

of general guidelines to be proposed for this procedure.

2. Methods

2.1. Data collection

Two MAD data sets were collected on two different crystals

of selenomethionyl-incorporated AdoHcy hydrolase at

Station X12-C, National Synchrotron Light Source, Brook-

haven National Laboratory. Both sets of data were collected at

100 K using inverse-beam geometry. Each data set was

measured as a single wedge of data. The crystals belong to

space group C222, with unit-cell parameters a = 91.93,

b = 168.02, c= 137.77 AÊ . AdoHcy hydrolase is a homotetramer

of 55 kDa subunits and crystallizes with a dimer in the
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Figure 1
Schematic diagram of the SnB menus and the parameters examined in
this study. The parameters are aligned according to the menu on the
graphical user interface (GUI) on which they can be found.
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asymmetric unit. Owing to cleavage of the N-terminal

methionine, as determined by N-terminal sequence analysis,

each monomer contains 15 methionine residues, giving a total

of 30 in the asymmetric unit. For the ®rst set of data (SAH1),

369 images of 1� �' oscillations were collected (i.e. 369� of

data). These data were 99.5% complete (Table 1) and had an

average measurement redundancy of 6.9 for the anomalous

data (or an average redundancy of �14 if the Bijvoet pairs

were merged). Since the diffraction from the ®rst crystal did

not extend beyond 2.8 AÊ , a second set of data was collected.

For this data (SAH2), an oscillation range of 0.75� was used

and 328 images were collected (i.e. 246� of data). This yielded

an average redundancy of 2.8 for the anomalous data and 91%

completeness. The length of the exposure was identical for

both sets of data; the crystal-to-detector distances were 137

and 142 mm for SAH1 and SAH2, respectively. During the

data processing of SAH2 using DENZO/SCALEPACK, it was

discovered that the mosaicity of this crystal was 0.8�. All the

re¯ections in the SAH2 data set were therefore measured as

partial re¯ections.

All data were initially processed using the DENZO/

SCALEPACK program (Otwinowski & Minor, 1997), treating

the Bijvoet pairs as independent measurements. Table 1

presents the DENZO/SCALEPACK data-processing statis-

tics. The merged SCALEPACK output data for each wave-

length were processed further using six of the programs in the

DREAR package (Blessing, 1989). First, SORTAV (Blessing,

1997b) was used to reformat the SCALEPACK merged data.

Bayesian post-processing was applied using BAYES to

improve the weak re¯ection data (Blessing et al., 1996; French

& Wilson, 1978). LEVY was used to estimate the absolute

scale factor and the overall anisotropic mean-square displace-

ment parameters and EVAL was used to generate normalized

structure factors (Blessing et al., 1996). Local scaling was

applied using LOCSCL in an attempt to improve the SAS

difference magnitudes (Blessing, 1997a; Matthews &

Czerwinski, 1975) and, ®nally, DIFFE (Blessing & Smith,

1999) was used to produce the

normalized difference structure-

factor magnitudes or diffE

values, denoted |E�|. The

DREAR program suite can be

run either as a stand-alone set of

programs or by using the

graphical interface provided in

SnB version 2.0 (Weeks &

Miller, 1999).

The program BAYES serves

two purposes. Not only does it

apply the Bayesian correction to

the weakest data, but it also

generates locally empirically

normalized |E| values. Typically,

these |E| values are only used

for phasing in cases where the

diffraction resolution limit does

not extend beyond 3.5 AÊ , as

under these circumstances the LEVY program is not applic-

able. Since the SAH1 and SAH2 data diffract to 2.8 and 2.6 AÊ

resolution, respectively, all calculations described in this paper

employed the globally Wilson-normalized |E| values generated

by the LEVY and EVAL programs. As described above, the

program BAYES was used in this case to obtain improved

estimates of |F| and �(F) for the weak re¯ections.

2.2. Data-reduction parameters

The DIFFE program parameters tmax, xmin, ymin, zmin and

zmax are de®ned (Blessing & Smith, 1999) with respect to the

following quantities:

t � j�j=�
� �
��jE�Hj ÿ jEÿHj� ÿ median�jE�Hj ÿ jEÿHj�

�
�=

�1:25 median
�
��jE�Hj ÿ jEÿHj�

ÿ median�jE�H j ÿ jEÿH j�
�
��;

x � min�jE�Hj=��jE�Hj�; jEÿH j=��jEÿH j��;
y � �

��jEj��=���jEj�
� ���jE�Hj ÿ jEÿHj

�
��=��2�jE�H j� � �2�jEÿHj��1=2;

z � jE�j=��jE�j� or z � �jE�j ÿ jE�jmax�=��jEj�;
where |E�| denotes a renormalized diffE value,

jE�j � �P�f 0 � f 0�2 � �f 00�2�1=2
�
�jE�Hj ÿ jEÿHj

�
�=f2q�P�f 00�2�1=2g

and |E�|max is a physical least upper bound,

jE�jmax �
P

f 00=�"H
P�f 00�2�1=2:

In the expression for |E�| = diffE, the quantity

q � q0 exp�q1s
2 � q2s

4�;
where s = (sin�H)/�, is a least-squares-®tted empirical

renormalization scaling function that imposes the condition

h|E�|2i = hdiffE2i = 1 and serves to de®ne q0, q1 and q2.

Table 1
Data-reduction statistics.

SAH1 SAH2

Edge Peak Remote Edge Peak Remote

Wavelength 0.9789 0.9784 0.95 0.9789 0.9784 0.95
f 0, f 00 ÿ9.52, 3.15 ÿ7.35, 5.92 ÿ2.74, 3.61 ÿ9.52, 3.15 ÿ7.35, 5.92 ÿ2.74, 3.61
Resolution, min. (AÊ ) 50 50 50 20 20 20
Resolution, max. (AÊ ) 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.6 2.6 2.6
Total data² 345476 347188 350530 165143 165752 162628
Unique data² 50276 50469 50613 57712 57731 57985
Redundancy² 6.9 6.9 6.9 2.9 2.9 2.8
Completeness³ (%) 99.3 (97.7) 99.4 (97.8) 99.5 (99.5) 91.3 (70.3) 91.3 (70.7) 91.4 (77.2)
F2 > 3�(F2)³ (%) 93.1 (82.3) 91.8 (79.9) 91.3 (80.2) 72.3 (32.9) 70.6 (30.0) 71.1 (35.5)
Rmerge§ (%) 6.8 7.1 7.4 5.2 5.3 5.3
(hni/hni ÿ 1)1/2 Rmerge (%) 7.8 7.7 8.0 6.4 6.5 6.5
Average F2/�(F2)³ 23.6 (12.3) 22.2 (11.3) 21.6 (11.0) 17.1 (4.3) 16.2 (3.8) 15.7 (3.9)

² All data were processed with the anomalous pairs kept separate and scaled independently. The redundancy is therefore the
average redundancy for each re¯ection of an anomalous pair. ³ The ®gures quoted for overall completeness are for data between
50 and 2.8, and 20 and 2.6 AÊ for SAH1 and SAH2, respectively. The value in parentheses is the value for the ®nal 0.1 AÊ resolution
shell (i.e. 2.9±2.8 AÊ for SAH1 and 2.7±2.6 AÊ for SAH2). § Rmerge =

PP
|Ii ÿ hIi|/PIi, where hIi is the average of equivalent

re¯ections and the sum is extended over all measured observations for all unique re¯ections.
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The variable tmax is used to exclude data with unreliably

large values of
�
�|E+H| ÿ |EÿH|

�
� in the tails of the (|E+H| ÿ |EÿH|)

distribution. This test assumes that the distribution of

(|E+H| ÿ |EÿH|)/�(|E+H| ÿ |EÿH|) should approximate a zero-

mean unit-variance normal distribution for which values of t

less than ÿtmax or greater than +tmax are extremely improb-

able. The parameters xmin and ymin are a set of minimum

criteria that must be met for any re¯ection pair to be included

in the data processing, while zmax and zmin control the data that

are output. The standard DREAR parameters used in the tests

reported here, as well as the suggested default values, are

listed in Table 2.

2.3. Standard SnB test

For each parameter examined (see Fig. 1), unless otherwise

mentioned, a standard SnB test was run and examined for the

number of solutions per 5000 trial structures (i.e. the success

rate; see Table 3 for parameters used in the standard SnB test).

The standard deviation of the success rate was calculated using

the Bernoulli distribution estimate, � = (npq)1/2, where n is the

number of trials, p is the success rate expressed as a fraction

and q is the failure rate. The error bars drawn in the SnB

success-rate plots indicate a signi®cance of 1�. The DREAR

data-processing parameters were tested using the peak (�2)

data for both SAH1 and SAH2, whereas tests to examine the

parameters of the SnB phasing program were performed

primarily using the SAH1 peak (�2) data.

Trial structures consisted of randomly positioned atoms that

were re®ned by the dual-space Shake-and-Bake procedure as

implemented in SnB v2.0. The phase-re®nement portion of the

dual-space cycle utilized parameter-shift reduction of the

minimal function (Weeks et al., 1994) and constraints were

imposed in real space by density modi®cation in the form of

peak picking. Solutions were unequivocally identi®ed on the

basis of mean phase error by comparison with phases

computed from the ®nal re®ned coordinates of the Se atoms.

The parameter values used for the standard tests are listed in

Table 3. Many of these values are dependent on Nu, the

number of unique non-H atoms in the asymmetric unit. In the

case of selenium substructures, Nu is the number of indepen-

dent Se atoms.

3. Results and discussion

When determining a Se-atom substructure, a user will typically

run only as many trials as are necessary to obtain a single

solution or a small number of solutions. However, in this study

each of the standard SnB tests involved 5000 trial structures,

each of which was re®ned for 60 cycles. This protocol enabled

the success rate associated with each parameter combination

to be calculated accurately and the signi®cance of any varia-

tion to be assessed in terms of the standard deviation. As

described in x2, the rigorous identi®cation of solutions

required for the presentation of success-rate statistics was

based on the computation of mean phase error. However, as

has been observed for conventional full-structure applications

of SnB (Miller et al., 1994), SnB solutions for previously

unknown structures can generally be clearly distinguished

from non-solutions by the characteristic bimodal histogram of

the minimal-function residual, Rmin (data not shown). Fig. 2

illustrates the correlation between Rmin values and the number

of Se atoms that have been located. During some cycle, the

value of Rmin for a solution will drop signi®cantly from its

starting value, but the Rmin values for non-solutions will

remain high. If one examines the number of Se atoms found

during each cycle, then the cycle where Rmin suddenly

decreases corresponds to the cycle where the number of Se

atoms found dramatically increases. Thus, although the

number of correct Se atoms found per cycle can only be
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Table 2
DREAR parameters used in tests and suggested default values.

Use of locally normalized |E| values No²
LOCSCL parameters

Local scaling applied No³
F/�(F) cutoff 3

DIFFE parameters
tmax 6
xmin 3
ymin 1
zmin 3
zmax 0§

² Locally normalized |E| values output from the BAYES program are not recommended
for use unless the resolution of the data is less than 3.5 AÊ . ³ Local scaling may be of
bene®t when the redundancy for the individual Bijvoet re¯ections is less than 5 or
6. § This parameter was not examined, since application of the default value resulted in
no data being rejected.

Table 3
Standard SnB parameters used for tests.

Parameters used
for tests²

Recommended
values

Re¯ections and invariants
Number of re¯ections 600 20±40Nu³
Number of invariants 6000 200±400Nu

Resolution cutoff None None
Phase re®nement

Method Parameter shift Parameter shift
Phase shift (�) 90 90
Number of shifts 2 2
Number of passes through

phase set
3 3

Fourier re®nement menu
(i) Real-space constraints

Number of peaks to select 30 Nu

Fourier grid size 0.93 AÊ 1/3 dmax

Minimum interpeak distance (AÊ ) 2.8 3.0
Minimum distance between

symmetry-related peaks (AÊ )
3.0 3.0

Number of special-position
peaks to keep

0 0

(ii) Twice baking
Fourier re®nement None Best trial only
Number of cycles 3 0.1Nu

Number of peaks to select 30 Nu

Minimum |E| 0.75 0.75
Trials and cycles

Starting phases from Random atoms Random atoms
Number of trials 5000 1000
Number of SnB cycles 60 2Nu

² The location of these parameters on the SnB graphical user interface (GUI) is shown in
Fig. 1. ³ Nu is the number of independent Se-atom positions.
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determined in retrospect, solutions can also be easily identi-

®ed from the characteristic step function in the Rmin versus

cycle number plot.

3.1. Data-processing (DREAR) parameters examined

3.1.1. Local scaling and minimum F/r(F) cutoff. Appro-

priate calculations were performed to determine whether or

not local scaling of the data was advantageous and, if so, what

effect a F/��F� cutoff applied to the data used for local scaling

might have. Values of 2 and 3 for the F/��F� cutoff were

investigated and found to have little effect on the SnB success

rates for either SAH1 or SAH2 (data not shown). When the

average F2/�(F2) values for both data sets are examined as a

function of resolution (Table 1), it is obvious why the F/��F�
parameter has little effect. Even in the highest resolution shell,

the average F2/�(F2) values are greater than 11.0 and 4.0 for

SAH1 and SAH2, respectively.

The results presented in Fig. 3 show that there was no

signi®cant difference in the SnB success rate when local

scaling was applied to the SAH2 data, but local scaling

appeared to have a modest deleterious effect on the SAH1

success rates. The explanation of this counter-intuitive result

might be that the SAH1 data were `too accurate' for local

scaling to be helpful. The local-scaling technique was devel-

oped almost 25 years ago (Matthews & Czerwinski, 1975) to

deal with signi®cant systematic errors such as those associated

with inter-set scaling of data from multiple crystals or with

time-dependent scaling to correct for crystal decay due to

radiation damage in data measured at room temperature.

Present-day cryo-crystallographic techniques largely obviate

these problems and if, on average, the measurement error

level is at or below the level of the anomalous difference

signal, local scaling might be more hindrance than help since it

might tend to diminish real differences between the measured

|F+H| and |FÿH|. The anomalous SAH1 data were about

sevenfold redundant and the measurements contained some

25% fully recorded re¯ections, whereas the SAH2 data were

only about threefold redundant and contained no fully

recorded re¯ections (Table 1). Thus, it is conceivable that local

scaling slightly improved the less accurate SAH2 difference

data, but actually degraded the more accurate SAH1 data.

3.1.2. Effect of f000 and f000000 values. At present, there are no

experimental means to derive exact values of f 0 and f 00 at most

macromolecular synchrotron beamlines. Since these values

depend on the local atomic environments of the anomalous

scattering atoms and will vary from one protein to the next,

values are typically estimated roughly and then re®ned against

the MAD data. Since DREAR provides no means to re®ne the

values of f 0 and f 00, the effects that changes in these values

might have on the ®nal calculated difference E magnitudes

(diffEs or E�s) were investigated. The SAH2 peak data (�2)

and three sets of f 0 and f 00 values taken from the literature (set

1, ÿ8.0161/7.88; set 2, ÿ7.35/5.92; set 3, ÿ7.64/4.43; Nagar et

al., 1998; Ramakrishnan & Biou, 1997; Doukov, T., personal

communication) were used to calculate diffEs. Comparison of

the diffEs calculated for each of these f 0 and f 00 values found

that the diffE value for individual re¯ections typically differed

by less than 0.001 (data not shown). Although some differ-

ences were as much as 0.01, such cases involved only a small

percentage of the data (�2±4%) and represented a change in

the diffE value of less than 1%. The effect of changing the f 0

and f 00 values is absorbed into the diffE renormalization

scaling function. This function contains a polynomial (see

x2.2), the coef®cients of which are calculated such that

hdiffE2i = 1. Modest differences in f 0 and f 00 values will be

absorbed into the coef®cients q0, q1 and q2 and will therefore

make very little difference to the magnitudes of the diffEs

calculated or, consequently, the success rates achieved in SnB.

This result does not imply that accurate f 0 and f 00 values are

not critical for other parts of the structure-solution process.

3.1.3. DiffE parameters. The DIFFE program parameters

(Blessing & Smith, 1999) tmax, xmin, ymin, zmin and zmax (see x2
for the de®nition of these parameters) have also been exam-

ined. For the zmax parameter, it was found that even for

zmax = 0, no re¯ections were rejected; therefore, the effect of

this parameter could not be determined. The tmax parameter

Figure 2
Plot of Rmin (black line) and the number of correct Se-atom positions
found (gray line) versus cycle number for a solution and a non-solution.

Figure 3
Plot of SnB success rates for SAH1 and SAH2 examining the effect of
local scaling and the value of the DIFFE parameter tmax. Solid gray or
black cross-hatching represents data that were or were not locally scaled,
respectively. Error bars are drawn at �1�.
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was examined at the same time that the effect of local scaling

was investigated and the results are presented in Fig. 3. For

SAH1, removal of data with unreliably large
�
�|E+H| ÿ |EÿH|

�
�

values (tmax = 6) appears to have a small but not statistically

signi®cant effect on the overall success rate. The effect of tmax

on the SAH2 data, while again not statistically signi®cant,

appears to depend on whether the data are locally scaled or

not. When local scaling is applied, culling out the large

differences appears to be a slight improvement over no

truncation of the data (tmax = 99).

Since the standard SnB calculation (Table 3) takes 13.9

CPU days on an R10K processor, an exhaustive comparison of

all possible combinations of data-processing parameters was

not possible with the computing facilities available. Given the

results presented in Fig. 3, an F/��F� cutoff of 2 with no local

scaling and tmax = 6 were used as the default settings when

examining the xmin, ymin and zmin parameters (Figs. 4a±4f). As

previously observed in other circumstances, the rates of

success for the different values of xmin, ymin and zmin depend on

whether one examines the SAH1 or SAH2 data. For example,

the SnB success rates for the SAH2 data appear to be largely

insensitive to the values of the diffE parameters (Figs. 4d±4f).

In contrast, the SAH1 data exhibit a maximum success rate

when xmin and zmin are each equal to 3. When xmin and zmin are

®xed and ymin is varied, there appears to be a steady increase

in the success rate, with values of ymin > 1.0 having the best

success rate. The trend in zmin is probably related to the

number of diffEs retained for use in SnB (Fig. 4c). When zmin

is too low, the number of re¯ections that are included is large,

but the signi®cance and quality of much of these data [diffE/

�(diffE)] are suspect, causing

the success rate to decrease.

Conversely, when zmin is too

high, re¯ections that have

accurate diffE values and

make a signi®cant contribu-

tion to the SnB phasing

procedure are discarded,

again lowering the success

rate. A zmin value of 2.5 or 3

appears to be optimum.

While the parameter zmin

controls the number of diffEs

that are output, xmin and

ymin control the number of

pairs of re¯ections that are

input into the renormaliza-

tion procedure. The para-

meter xmin rejects re¯ections

based on the signi®cance of

individual pairs of re¯ec-

tions [|E+H|/�(|E+H|), |EÿH|/

�(|EÿH|)] and, in the present

case, appears to have little

effect on the overall number

of re¯ection pairs excluded

(see Fig. 4a). The difference

in the number of SAH1

re¯ection pairs rejected

between xmin = 1.0 and

xmin = 5.0 is only about 2000

in26 000 re¯ections.The para-

meter xmin behaves like zmin

in that an intermediate cutoff

value appears to be best. The

parameter ymin rejects

re¯ections on the basis of the

signi®cance of the anomalous

difference {
�
�|E+H| ÿ |EÿH|

�
�/

[�2(|E+H|) + �2(|EÿH|)]1/2}

and, unlike xmin, it has a

substantial in¯uence on the
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Figure 4
Histogram of SnB success rates for SAH1 (a±c) and SAH2 (d±f) examining the effect of the DIFFE parameters
xmin (a, d), ymin (b, e) and zmin (c, f). For xmin and ymin, the numbers of re¯ection pairs included in the data
processing are plotted on a second axis; for zmin, the total number of resulting diffEs are plotted. When not being
varied, xmin, ymin and zmin were held ®xed at their default values of 3, 1 and 3, respectively. Error bars are drawn
at �1�.
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number of re¯ection pairs excluded (see Fig. 4b). It seems

likely that optimum choices for these parameters are, in fact,

dependent on each other to some degree, with the default

values being a well balanced combination. The fundamental

importance of rejecting the less reliable anomalous differences

is, however, emphasized by an experiment in which no

rejection criteria were applied to the SAH1 data (i.e.

xmin = ymin = zmin = 0). In this case, the success rate for the

standard test was 1.26 � 0.01%. The re¯ection ®le input into

SnB included nine high-resolution re¯ections with diffE

values in the range 5.16±8.82 as well as a number of additional

re¯ections (re¯ections that are normally excluded by the

cutoffs) having diffE values greater than 4.0. The SnB para-

meter |Emax| is a last-resort mechanism for eliminating

re¯ections with unrealistically high |E�| values. Setting |Emax|

to 5.0 eliminated the nine worst re¯ections and resulted in a

success rate of 1.62 � 0.01%. However, this is still only about

one third of the best success rate obtained with the default

cutoffs.

3.1.4. Use of edge and remote data. An important advan-

tage of using the diffE method in conjunction with SnB is that

the edge (�1) and remote (�3) data can be treated indepen-

dently of the peak data. To investigate whether the edge and

remote data could be used to determine the Se-atom

substructure, the standard SnB test was applied to these data

for both SAH1 and SAH2. The results presented in Fig. 5

clearly show that all three wavelengths of MAD data were

capable of locating the Se atoms. In the case of SAH1, the SnB

success rates for the edge and remote data were much lower

than that of the peak data. In contrast, the SAH2 remote data

were found to have the highest success rate. The reason for

this unexpected result is unclear. The high success rate for the

remote SAH2 data suggests that if there are dif®culties solving

the substructure with the peak data, then the other wave-

lengths should be examined. In addition, the ability to use

each wavelength separately permits independent veri®cation

of the Se-atom positions (discussed in greater detail below)

and this can be useful even when the peak data seem to give

routine solutions.

3.2. SnB parameters examined

3.2.1. Number of phases and triplet-phase invariants. The

effects of the number of phases (or re¯ections) and triplet-

phase invariants (linear combinations of phases whose Miller

indices sum to zero) used in the SnB phasing process have

been examined and the results for SAH1 are presented in

Table 4. Maximum success rates occur with atom:phase ratios

in the range 1:20 to 1:30 and phase:invariant ratios in the range

1:5 to 1:10. As the numbers of phases and invariants are

increased further, the SnB success rates decrease. This

observation is consistent with the fact that the accuracy with

which the value of a triplet-phase invariant can be estimated

decreases as the product of the three associated |E| values

decreases (Cochran, 1995). Thus, it is standard practice in

small-molecule direct-method applications to limit the

number of phases to about ten times the number of atoms

sought and to use those phases corresponding to the largest E

magnitudes, which typically have minimum |E| values in the

range 1.3±1.5. Experience has shown that this is an adequate

number of terms to include in the Fourier summation for

computation of an electron-density map. In SnB, the invar-

iants are sorted in accordance with the triple product of |E|

values and only the requested number of most reliable

invariants are used in the phasing process.

Table 4 also shows that when the number of re¯ections is

small (i.e. atom:phase ratio less than 1:20), the number of

triplet-phase invariants that can be generated is greatly

reduced and the numbers of invariants available may be

insuf®cient to satisfy the larger phase:invariant ratios (i.e.

greater than 1:20). In general, a given number of re¯ections

with the largest |E| values generate fewer invariants for a

substructure than they would for a real small-molecule

structure having the same number of independent atoms. This

happens because the substructure cell is much larger and there

is a reduced probability that the indices of any three large |E|

re¯ections will sum to zero. For this reason, the default

atom:phase ratio for substructures is 1:30, but the phase:

invariant ratio (1:10) is the same as for small molecules. If SnB

fails to generate a suitable combination of phases and invar-

iants automatically, then adjustment of these parameters

(more phases or fewer invariants) is required.

3.2.2. Real-space constraints. Parameters that affect the

way in which the electron density is modi®ed during the real-

Figure 5
Plot of SnB success rates for diffEs calculated from individual edge, peak
and remote data sets for SAH1 and SAH2. Error bars are drawn at �1�.

Table 4
Effect of atom:phase and phase:invariant ratios on SnB success.

Atom:
phase
ratio

Phase:invariant ratio

1:5 1:10 1:20 1:30 1:40

1:10 2.80 � 0.23 2.46 � 0.22 isp² isp isp
1:20 5.34 � 0.32 4.38 � 0.29 3.22 � 0.25 isp isp
1:30 4.10 � 0.28 4.08 � 0.28 3.26 � 0.25 2.74 � 0.23 2.48 � 0.22
1:40 3.74 � 0.27 3.46 � 0.26 2.66 � 0.23 2.54 � 0.22 1.82 � 0.19
1:50 3.74 � 0.27 3.48 � 0.26 nd³ nd nd
1:60 3.54 � 0.26 3.08 � 0.24 nd nd nd

² isp = insuf®cient phases to calculate the required number of triplet-phase
invariants. ³ nd = not determined.
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space portion of the dual-space Shake-and-Bake cycle apply

powerful constraints to the trial phases. The peak-picking

algorithm used in SnB v2.0 has three such parameters. They

control where in the unit-cell peaks are permitted to be, the

geometrical restrictions on interpeak distances and the total

number of peaks that can be selected in each cycle for use as

atoms in the subsequent structure-factor calculation.

Since it is impossible for Se atoms substituting for methio-

nine S atoms to lie on any special positions that exist in a

protein crystal structure, this information can be used during

selenium-substructure determination. SnB v2.0 has a para-

meter that speci®es the minimum distance permitted between

symmetry-related peaks; peaks that violate this condition are

eliminated automatically. In space group C222, this distance

parameter speci®es the diameter of a cylinder of excluded

volume about each rotation axis. Minimum distances between

symmetry-related peaks of 0, 3 and 6 AÊ were tested and the

SnB success rates were found to be 0.8 � 0.13, 3.28 � 0.25 and

3.52 � 0.26%, respectively. Thus, cylinders of either 3 or 6 AÊ

give a highly signi®cant improvement in success rate. In fact,

the difference is even more dramatic than is shown by these

numbers because failure to exclude disallowed peaks (i.e. an

SnB calculation with 0 AÊ distance) permits, in a few cases, the

development of false minima that cannot be distinguished

from solutions based on their Rmin values. The use of this

distance parameter as well as other methods for avoiding false

minima in SnB have recently been described in detail (Xu et

al., 2000). The differences in success rates using the 3 and 6 AÊ

minimum distances are not signi®cant and a distance close to

the van der Waals distance of the atoms involved is probably a

good choice. The supplied default distance of 3 AÊ should be

adequate for most Se-atom substructures.

The second real-space constraint parameter is the minimum

permitted interpeak distance. The results of varying this

distance from 0.93 to 5.6 AÊ are presented in Fig. 6(a). This

parameter, which excludes peaks if they fall closer than the

chosen value to a larger peak, appears to have little effect on

the SnB success rate for AdoHcy hydrolase. The largest

distance (5.6 AÊ ) gives the highest success, but there is no

consistent trend as the distance decreases. This result is not

surprising as only two selenium±selenium distances in this

structure are less than 5.6 AÊ . This selenium±selenium distance

distribution appears to be typical of protein structures in

general. Examination of 100 randomly chosen structures from

the Protein Data Bank with a total of 549 methionine-sulfur-

to-methionine-sulfur distances less than 10 AÊ revealed that

the shortest sulfur±sulfur distance was 2.99 AÊ and only 15 such

distances were less than 4 AÊ . Since the minimum selenium±

selenium distance cannot be predicted a priori, it seems

reasonable that the minimum interpeak distance be set to a

value approximating twice the van der Waals radii for an Se

atom. A default value of 3 AÊ is suggested.

The third real-space constraint parameter is the number of

peaks to be selected in each cycle. This value was varied from

15 to 50 peaks. Fig. 6(b) shows that there was no statistically

signi®cant variation in the success rate, although there is some

indication that selecting too many peaks is not favorable. By

default, SnB selects Nu peaks (i.e. the number of expected

sites). In some cases, however, it may be preferable to pick

fewer peaks (e.g. 0.9Nu), since some of the sites may be

disordered or have high thermal motion and therefore be

unlikely to show up in preliminary maps. This is especially true

for structures having a very large number of sites.

Inherently linked with the number of peaks selected are the

important questions of which peaks and how many peaks from

the output list actually correspond to atomic positions. This list

is sorted in decreasing order according to peak height.

Although 1.5Nu peaks are available for consideration, the ®rst

(largest) Nu peaks are most likely to be correct. Solutions

obtained from all three wavelengths of data for both SAH1

and SAH2 were examined to determine how many peaks

among the top 30 were correct; the results of this study are

presented in Fig. 7. Typically, 28±30 of the 30 Se atoms were

found for both sets of peak and remote data. Fewer peaks

were located for the edge data, especially for SAH1. The

reason for this is unclear.
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Figure 6
Plot of SnB success rates for (a) the minimum interpeak distance
permitted and (b) the number of peaks selected as Se atoms in each cycle.
Error bars are drawn at �1�.
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When trying to decide which peaks are correct, it is helpful

to compare the peak positions from two or more SnB solutions

and to determine which peaks they have in common. Peaks

occurring in several solutions (especially solutions obtained

from data measured with different wavelengths) are more

likely to be real. However, in order to perform this compar-

ison, it is necessary to take into account the fact that different

solutions may have different origins and/or enantiomorphs. A

stand-alone program for doing this is available from one of the

authors (GDS); the capability of making such comparisons

automatically for all space groups will be available in a future

version of SnB. The usefulness of peak correlation is illu-

strated by the example of the ten solutions given in Table 5(a),

which presents the relative rankings of corresponding peaks

on the different maps. The top 29 peaks were correct Se-atom

positions for trial 149 for the SAH1 peak data. Peak 30 was

spurious. Table 5 lists peaks from other trials that match peaks

1±29 of trial 149 if their peak height ranking exceeds 31 and

also lists peaks of trial 149 that were not found in other trials

[e.g. trial 104 (SAH1 edge data) failed to ®nd peaks 27 and 29].

Rankings are also listed for all peaks matching peaks 30±45 of

trial 149. Peak 33 of trial 149 was found to have a match on

every other map and indeed also corresponds to the missing

30th Se atom. Thus, peak correlation can be used to identify

correct peaks ranking above peak 30.

3.2.3. Fourier refinement. Fourier re®nement, often called

E-Fourier recycling, has been used for many years in

conventional direct-method programs to improve the

completeness of solutions following tangent-formula phase

re®nement (Sheldrick, 1982). Similarly, the `twice-baking'

option allows individual SnB trials to be re®ned for additional

cycles in real space alone. The

parameters of this procedure

and their default values, as

determined for full structures in

the 300±500 atom range, are as

follows: number of cycles

(0.1Nu), number of peaks (Nu)

and minimum |E| value (0.75).

Since invariant accuracy is not a

concern during Fourier re®ne-

ment, additional re¯ections are

normally included to reduce

series-termination errors. In

SnB, these additional re¯ections

are gradually introduced in

equal lots during the speci®ed

number of cycles. In order to

save computing time, Fourier

re®nement is typically applied

to a trial structure only if it is

identi®ed, by virtue of its Rmin

value, as the current best trial.

AdoHcy hydrolase is not a

good test case for judging the

value of Fourier re®nement for

substructures in general, since

all, or almost all, of the Se atoms are typically found during the

dual-space re®nement cycles. Nevertheless, the trials used to

investigate peak correlation were re®ned in this way to see if

any improvement could be obtained. The results, presented in

Table 5(b), show that use of the default re®nement conditions

locates an additional atom in all cases where atoms were

originally missing. Fourier re®nement has also improved

slightly the average deviation between the peaks and the

corresponding ®nal re®ned Se-atom positions. This improve-

ment was most noticeable for those trials having the largest

deviations prior to Fourier re®nement. The effects of such

re®nement may be more signi®cant for larger substructures

for which a smaller percentage of correct Se atoms were

initially found.

3.2.4. Data resolution and grid size. In order to gain some

understanding of the data resolution required for SnB appli-

cations, the 2.8 AÊ SAH1 peak data were truncated to 4 and

5 AÊ . Fig. 8(a) shows that both of these truncated data sets were

capable of yielding solutions. The percentage success rate for

the truncated 5 AÊ data was, however, signi®cantly less than

that for either the complete 2.8 AÊ or the truncated 4 AÊ data.

On the other hand, success rate is not an adequate measure of

computational ef®ciency. This needs to be accessed in terms of

the number of solutions obtained per unit of CPU time, a

quantity that has been called the cost effectiveness of the SnB

procedure (Chang et al., 1997). In this case, consideration of

the number of solutions found per hour (Fig. 8b) shows that

both truncated data sets generate solutions more ef®ciently

than the 2.8 AÊ data. Thus, if the computational overhead of

the SnB procedure for a particular substructure is a concern,

then the data can be truncated and solutions might be

Table 5
Peak correlation and Fourier re®nement results for ten solutions.

Crystal SAH1 SAH2

Wavelength Peak Edge Remote Edge Peak Remote

Trial number 149 31 158 165 176 104 23 476 93 86

(a) Peak rankings before Fourier re®nement

16 19 16 17 14 19 31 19 16 15
21 25 23 21 24 35 29 17 19 1
27 27 27 27 27 15 39 21 8
29 22 29 29 29 21 38 29 28
31 34
33 42 30 30 35 24 22 34 30 30
34 33 42
37 43
39 40 38
40 42 42
45 40

(b) Map improvement following Fourier re®nement

Before re®nement
Atoms found 29 29 30 30 29 24 29 27 30 30
hDistancei² 0.32 0.31 0.33 0.31 0.31 0.32 0.38 0.42 0.36 0.48

After re®nement
Atoms found 30 30 30 30 30 25 30 28 30 30
hDistancei² 0.28 0.30 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.30 0.35 0.33 0.33 0.40

² Average deviation (AÊ ) from the corresponding re®ned Se-atom positions.
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generated more rapidly. However, in such cases the total

number of Se atoms found may be compromised. For example,

the truncated 5 AÊ SAH1 data typically found only 25 of the 30

Se atoms. Correction solutions can however always be re-

calculated as a single trial run using higher resolution data, if

available, in order to increase the number of Se atoms found.

Nevertheless, it is clear that successful SnB substructure

applications should be possible for data sets having a resolu-

tion less than 3 AÊ . This prediction was con®rmed by the recent

solution of a 48-selenium substructure using only 4 AÊ data

(Noble, personal communication).

It is common practice to compute Fourier maps using a grid

spacing approximately equal to 1/3 of the data resolution and

the default SnB grid is chosen in this way. However,

substructure cells contain mostly empty space, so the SAH1

peak data were used to investigate whether a coarser grid

would be suf®cient. The data presented in Table 6 indicate that

coarser grids can indeed provide solutions more ef®ciently

than the standard 0.93 AÊ (1/3 resolution) grid because the

Fourier summation needs to be computed at many fewer

points. These solutions are recognizable on the basis of

minimal function values (Rmin), but the complete substructure

is not found. This can be easily ®xed by using the largest peaks

in the output ®le as the starting point for a second (single-trial)

run with a standard-size grid. Although this two-step process

currently requires user intervention, it may save a great deal of

computing time for large substructures.

3.2.5. Trials and cycles. The default number of trials is 1000.

In most cases, this many trials will not be necessary and the

user can terminate the calculation after examining the Rmin

histogram and discovering a clear bimodal distribution that

indicates that solutions are present. A good strategy is to

permit the program to ®nd a small number of probable solu-

tions and then compare them as described above in order to

de®ne a common set of atomic positions. Very large

substructures may require more trials. Failure to ®nd any

likely solutions after several thousand trials have been

examined suggests that there may be a problem (e.g. an

inadequate anomalous signal) with the data.

The choice of number of dual-space Shake-and-Bake cycles

can be critical. Although increasing the number of cycles per

SnB trial increases the computational overhead, performing

too few cycles can result in failure to ®nd any solutions at all.
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Figure 8
Effect of truncating the resolution of the data on the (a) SnB success rates
and (b) solutions per hour or cost effectiveness for SAH1 peak data. Each
graph is plotted against the SnB cycle number.

Figure 7
Plots of the number of correct Se-atom positions found versus the number
of solutions found in the 5000 trials performed for (a) SAH1 and (b)
SAH2. The results for the edge, peak and remote (�1, �2, �3) data are
presented in light gray, black and medium gray, respectively.
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Fig. 2 shows the characteristic plot of Rmin versus cycle number

for both a solution and a non-solution. In this case, the solu-

tion starts to emerge (indicated by the sharp decrease in Rmin)

at cycle 33. If fewer cycles had been performed, this solution

would have been lost.

The optimum number of cycles can be determined by

considering the ef®ciency of the SnB procedure as a function

of cycle number. Under conditions where the user is moni-

toring the progress of his calculation, the least CPU time

required to achieve a solution will be when the most cost-

effective number of cycles is chosen. Fig. 9 illustrates cost

effectiveness for the following cases: (a) 2.8 AÊ SAH1 peak

data, (b) truncated 5 AÊ SAH1 peak data, (c) 2.6 AÊ SAH2 peak

data and (d) 2.6 AÊ SAH2 remote data. Top ef®ciency is

reached by Nu cycles for both sets of peak data at high reso-

lution, but more cycles are required for the truncated SAH1

data or the SAH2 remote data. Based on the assumption that

it is better to choose defaults

that optimize the least ideal

situations, a default value of 2Nu

cycles has been selected for

substructure applications. When

the number of Se atoms to be

found is less that ten, it is

recommended that at least 20

cycles be run for every trial in

order to minimize the chance of

failure in situations where the

amount of computing time required is not large anyway.

3.3. Examination of the differences between SAH1 and SAH2
data

Although both the SAH1 and SAH2 data successfully

determine the Se-atom substructure, there is a considerable

(approximately fourfold) difference in the SnB success rate.

Therefore, an investigation was undertaken to try to identify

the cause or causes of this difference and to learn how to

optimize MAD data collection in the future. One obvious

difference between the data for the two crystals is the amount

of low-resolution data that were measured. As noted in

Table 1, SAH1 contains data between 50 and 2.8 AÊ resolution,

while SAH2 contains data in the range 20±2.6 AÊ . Since the

crystal-to-detector distance was comparable (i.e. 137 mm

versus 142 mm for SAH1 and SAH2, respectively), the

difference in minimum data resolution was the result of a

difference in the position of the backstop. It is known that low-

resolution data can play an important role in direct-methods

procedures because such re¯ections tend to form large

numbers of three-phase structure invariants. Therefore, the

SAH1 data were truncated to 20 AÊ and a standard SnB test

was run. What is striking about the results presented in Fig. 10

(light gray cross-hatching) is that truncation of the SAH1 data

results in a greater than 50% reduction of SnB success rate.

This is signi®cant considering that only six re¯ections (222,

331, 113, 333, 171 and 242) were eliminated from the set of

diffEs actually used for SnB phasing.

Since the truncated 20 AÊ SAH1 data still have a success rate

nearly twice that of the SAH2 data, other factors must also be

important. Several relevant properties of the 600 largest diffEs

used in the standard tests are compared in Table 7. Using the

re®ned selenium coordinates, thermal factors and occupancies,

|Ecalc| values were generated and compared to the diffE values

fromDREAR. Computation of the differences,
�
�diffEÿ |Ecalc|

�
�,

showed that outliers occurred with approximately equal

frequency in the two data sets and the overall crystallographic

R values were the same. On the other hand, examination of

the minimum |E| values revealed that SAH1 has more very

large diffE magnitudes, especially at resolutions higher than

4 AÊ (Fig. 11). It follows, therefore, that SAH1 also has

structure-invariant relationships with higher A values and,

presumably, better estimated triplet-phase values. In addition,

normal probability-plot analysis (Howell & Smith, 1992)

showed that the SAH2 diffE ÿ |Ecalc| differences deviated

Table 6
Effects of varying the Fourier map grid size.

Grid
size
(AÊ )

Success
rate (%)
� s.d.

Solutions
per
hour

Highest
Rmin for a
solution

Lowest
Rmin for a
non-solution

Best trial:
mean phase
error (�)

Best trial:
No. atoms
found

0.93 4.64 � 0.30 0.8 0.36 0.37 5.8 30
1.5 2.00 � 0.20 0.9 0.40 0.54 12.0 25
2.0 1.12 � 0.15 2.4 0.45 0.54 20.6 12
2.5 1.02 � 0.14 3.4 0.50 0.57 26.6 10
3.0 0.32 � 0.08 1.5 0.57 0.63 38.8 6

Figure 9
Cost effectiveness as a function of cycle number for the following cases:
(a) 2.8 AÊ SAH1 peak data, (b) 5 AÊ SAH1 peak data, (c) 2.6 AÊ SAH2
peak data and (d) 2.6 AÊ SAH2 remote data.
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more from a normal distribution of errors than did the SAH1

differences, especially at low resolution.

It is also interesting to note that the success rate for the 600

largest |Ecalc| values in the standard SnB tests was 3.3% or less

than that of the SAH1 data. Removing the zonal (centric)

re¯ections from the calculated data set improved the success

rate to 3.8%, possibly because there are more reliable invar-

iant relationships involving the general re¯ections alone.

These observations illustrate how, in substructure problems

where the percentage of data actually used for phasing is small

(approximately 1/50 of the total possible re¯ections compared

with approximately 1/6 of the data in the typical small-

molecule structure), considerable variation in success rate is

possible depending on the exact identities of the re¯ections

involved.

To investigate further how the choice of particular phases

in¯uenced the SnB success rate, the largest 600 diffEs from

SAH1 that were common to both the SAH1 and SAH2 data

were chosen for a test run. Since identical re¯ections (i.e.

identical hkls) were used for both the SAH1 and SAH2 data,

this test addressed the question of how the magnitudes of the

diffEs, which are directly related to measurement accuracy,

in¯uenced the success rate. The results presented in Fig. 10

(columns with solid gray shading) show that the SnB success

rate for SAH1 still appears to be signi®cantly different from,

and superior to, that found for the SAH2 data. The top 600

common re¯ections for SAH2 also appear to have a higher

success rate than the regular SAH2 data, although this

difference is not signi®cant. The identities of 165 re¯ections

differ between the largest 600 diffEs in the complete SAH2

data and the 600 diffEs common to the SAH1 data. Exam-

ination of these 165 data with regards to resolution and diffE

magnitude revealed no obvious trends. One explanation for

the observed success rates is that selecting SAH2 diffEs that

are large in SAH1 eliminates 165 small diffEs that are erro-

neously estimated to be large in SAH2. This result supports

the general hypothesis that the quality of the SAH2 ampli-

tudes is inferior to those of SAH1 and that this difference can

be attributed to the fact that the SAH1 data are more

redundant than SAH2 data (i.e. average redundancies of 7 and

3, respectively, for anomalous pairs) and are therefore likely to

be more accurate.

To examine the hypothesis that more highly redundant data

yield higher SnB success rates, a series of standard SnB tests

were run with the SAH1 data truncated to be either threefold

or ®vefold redundant. To mimic a typical X-ray diffraction

experiment, contiguous frames of the SAH1 data were scaled

together. Since each frame is a 1� oscillation and inverse-beam

geometry was applied, a total of 180 or 260 frames were used

for the threefold and ®vefold redundant data sets, respectively.

The corresponding Rmerge values were 6.8 and 7.0%, respec-

tively, and the corresponding overall completenesses were 95

and 98%, respectively. These values are comparable to those

found for the SAH1 and SAH2 data (see Table 1). The SAH1

and SAH2 data are sevenfold and threefold redundant,

respectively. Fig. 12 shows clearly that the SnB success rate

decreases when the redundancy of the SAH1 data is reduced.

The SnB success rates for the threefold-redundant data are
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Figure 10
Plot of SnB success rates for SAH1 and SAH2 for the standard SnB test
(black stripes) and after truncation of the low-resolution SAH1 data.
When only data in the range 20±2.8 AÊ resolution (light gray cross
hatching) were included, six re¯ections were replaced among the top 600
SAH1 diffEs used for SnB phasing. Next, the truncated SAH1 and the
SAH2 diffEs were compared and the ®rst 600 re¯ections common to both
data sets were retained for additional test runs (solid gray). When these
SAH1 and SAH2 data were compared to the original data, 154 (SAH1)
and 165 (SAH2) diffEs were found to differ from their parent data sets.
Error bars are drawn at �1�.

Table 7
Comparison of the 600 SAH1 and SAH2 re¯ections used in the standard
SnB tests.

SAH1 SAH2

Number of
�
�diffE ÿ |Ecalc|

�
� > 1.0 16 16

Max.
�
�diffE ÿ |Ecalc|

�
� 1.42 1.58

R factor =
P�
�diffE ÿ |Ecalc|

�
�/
P

diffE 0.21 0.21
DiffE minimum 1.68 1.53
Invariant A values

Maximum 8.41 4.47
Minimum 1.48 1.33
Average 1.91 1.69

Normal probability plot residual 0.13 0.22

Figure 11
Distribution of diffEs as a function of sin�/� for SAH1 (black line) and
SAH2 (gray line) data.
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four to ®ve times lower than those for the sevenfold-redun-

dant data, with the success rates for the ®vefold-redundant

data being intermediate between the other two. It is also

interesting to note that the threefold-redundant SAH1 data

give comparable success rates to those found for the SAH2

data, an observation which supports the hypothesis that the

quality of the data is directly related to redundancy and that

the higher the redundancy, the better the SnB success rate.

4. Conclusions

Successful application of the SnB program to substructure

difference data requires careful data collection, processing

and computation of normalized structure-factor difference

magnitudes. It is essential that all erroneous and unrealistically

large magnitudes be identi®ed and excluded before phasing is

attempted. This study has highlighted not only the necessity

for accurate high-resolution data, but also the importance of

the very low-resolution data. It is worth the time, effort and

expense needed to increase accuracy by measuring highly

redundant data. With respect to resolution, it has been shown

that SnB substructure phasing works well using the data

normally measured in a MAD experiment (e.g. 2.8±3.0 AÊ ) and

that data sets truncated even to 5 AÊ can lead to solutions.

Excellent results can be obtained from consideration of single-

wavelength peak anomalous difference data alone. This is

probably because this approach avoids the introduction of any

errors resulting from incorrect scaling between two data sets.

However, independent SnB analysis of data measured at

different wavelengths can provide valuable con®rmation for

questionable sites.

The analyses of data processing (DREAR) and SnB para-

meters reported here suggest a set of default values for

determining Se-atom substructures; these defaults have been

incorporated into SnB v2.0. Thus, substructure phasing can be

performed almost automatically or the user can intervene if

desired. The program can be downloaded from http://

www.hwi.buffalo.edu/SnB.
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